
295 Harvard Street 
Camoridge, Mass 
August 12,1968 

Dear David 

Thank you very much for your ketter. JT have had very 
little intelligent criticism (About 890 letters lauding the ] article and avout 4 paranoid abusive ones) and it will help Unarityen , me in writing the book. Perhaps in the preface I can clarifying | tad * boxy Wty Pot , : : VIC ULUMAU EZ the tone towards the Warren Commission. Ww Co 

I've heard a good deal about "being sclective in fact-choosing", as if there was some other way to write. A writer conveys a4 . feeling he has about an event,not by stating opinion, out oy 
choosing what he feels to be relevant.(Take for example the 
idiof’ criticism in the. Free Press about Saying Garrison change 
his name: First of all, the New Yorker or any d is 
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Second, it suggests a desire of Garrison's to appeal to the 

is a parallel between Joe McCarthy(legally changed from Joseph 2.) 

I hope weg can discuss some of your criticisms in person 
someday, as they don't really lend themselves to justificatim \ 

| 

via letters. But, in a nutshell, I think Garrison has cynicaly 
framed person he has known had no connection with the assassination 
(Tf you dont agree on Shaw, Andrews, Chandler, you'll agree on Tharnjey), used the powers Of his office to suppress dissert 
(Walter Sheridan,Townley, and much more), and has appealed to 
the worst instincts in the American people(His agitator approech 
is much like the nazi agitators of 1940,vide, Prophets of Deceit"), 
The Warren Commission is a completely different kettle of fish, 
and the only similarity I can sec, is,for different reasons, neither\ 
Garrison or the WC estadlished the truth. And if I didnt use hg 
the arficle to berate the WC is is because I find the Garrison 
phenemonon more interestinzg-- and danz is. And I want t 
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trace out the rise of a demagogue not be 

Yes. I'm writing abou a ot 
ny clippings you have will oe helpful. Mayoe I 

£ a you for comments when I'm finished. And of course I'll c 
{ get a chance. 

Best regards, . : ~~


